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placed women prisoners in chain gangs to work on roads, bridges, and public works. 
As the contemporary carceral state gains evermore and necessary attention, LeFlouria’s 
well-written and accessible study should be read by scholars and the general public  
alike.

KARIN A. SHAPIRO, Duke University 
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Margaret Ellen Newall’s ambitious survey of the economic and legal development 
of Indian slavery and servitude in New England argues that although the region’s labor 
regime differed from other English colonies, it “looks less exceptional than previous 
scholarship has suggested” (p. 6). Before 1700 Indians rather than Africans were the 
dominant form of nonwhite labor, and Indians continued to be enslaved or endure 
service for life for more than two centuries. As in other New World colonies that 
embraced slave labor, New England leaders made a conscious decision to exploit Indian 
and subsequently African slaves in ways they did not treat European servants, and those 

Native Americans proved a cheap solution to labor shortages, since bound workers were 
acquired within the region through capture or legal processes, so they cost only 10 to 25 
percent of the price of imported Africans. Local elites held most of the Indian slaves, 
ensuring that legislatures and courts would serve slaveholders’ interests. Some English 

the crown on an equal plane with colonists (hence brethren by nature), but during the 
formative seventeenth century they lacked power to prevent colonists from asserting 
sovereignty over Indians in the region.

Americans, beginning with the Pequot War of 1637 which established policies that 
continued through King Phillip’s War of 1675–1676, and the northeastern Wabanaki 

-

They rationalized captive taking in just wars, and enslavement of “strangers . . .sold to 

were denied protections due foreign combatants and noncombatants judged supporters 
of insurrection, leading to widespread enslavement of women and children. But the 

hereditary. Instead, “local norms and usages, and the ability of purported owners to 

for the owners of captives” (p. 54). 
Following King Phillip’s War the colonial governments viewed all Indians as subject 

people with rights of petition, and either outlawed slavery or set limits on the terms of 
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war captives retained within the region (10 years for adults and until age 25 or 26 for 
children), rendering them servants in law instead of slaves. Nonetheless Indians who 
entered servitude faced a high risk of remaining slaves for life and their children inher-
iting that status because they were not expected to return to a separate and autonomous 
existence but to continue working for the English and to obey English laws. In the early 

Carolinas, but increasingly found forcible indenturing of Indian children and enslave-
ment for crime or debt safer and more effective strategies for maintaining a supply of 
bound Native American labor.

Newall discusses the economic role of Indians in household production, produc-
tion for export, and military service, as well as wage labor in agriculture and maritime 
pursuits. The incorporation of enslaved Indians into English households led to a hybrid 
culture, but put extreme pressure on them to adapt to English ways. The many forms of 
forced servitude contributed to the drastic decline of local Indian populations, econo-
mies, and cultures, undermining “fertility rates, mortality, child rearing, kin networks, 
gender roles, and other aspects of Indian life” (p. 236). Nonetheless, the existence 
of approximately 3,000 Indians who continued to live in the region as free persons 

In New England, Indian slavery and servitude evolved in tandem with African 
slavery. From the outset, through trade with other mainland colonies and the Caribbean, 
New Englanders were intimately connected to and knowledgeable about evolving labor 
systems elsewhere. They sold about one quarter of war captives outside the colony, 
not only to Bermuda, Barbados, Providence Island, and Jamaica, but also to Virginia, 
the Wine islands, and Mediterranean ports, where they were often exchanged for 
enslaved Africans. As numbers of Africans increased in the early eighteenth century, 
laws were adopted that regulated the behavior of both African and Indian servants, 
incorporating them into a “subclass of servants and slaves of color, subject to distinct 
legislative regimes, antimiscegenation laws, and ‘black codes’ of conduct that separated 
them from English and free Indians,” further undermining Indians’ status, and leaving 

in New England. The legal challenges second- and third-generation and biracial Indian 
slaves brought to courts in the mid-eighteenth century, however, sparked the begin-
nings of an abolitionist movement that later included Africans among its constituents. 
Nonetheless, Indian slavery continued through the 1780s, but numbers declined rapidly 
as more freedom suits succeeded, and, after 1800, as incarceration replaced judicial 
enslavement as the preferred punishment for crimes. 

Readers may wish Newall had made more effort to quantify the extent of Indian 
servitude and slavery in the region. She states that enslaved Indians “likely numbered 
in the thousands” (p. 14), but provides a clear estimate only for the number of captives 
taken in King Phillip’s War (at least 2,000). Unfortunately additional estimates will 
remain less precise than estimates of numbers of bound laborers for other regions since 
shipping records are of no help for locally obtained captives, sale records are sporadic 
or lacking, and the status of many bound laborers established de facto. The size and 
composition of the slaveholding class, however, could be more precisely delineated. In 
most discussions Newall asserts that slaveholding was concentrated among elites, but 
occasionally argues that slave ownership “spread quickly even to the middling ranks of 
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society” (pp. 5, 158, 171). Evidence from probate inventories or tax lists for selected 
localities might be employed to clarify the extent of slaveownership and hence of the 
groups with the greatest incentives for supporting slavery.  

Overall Brethren by Nature is an important contribution to the economic history of 
colonial and early national New England. By underscoring the region’s connections 
to the forms of slavery developing elsewhere, and the similar violent means by which 
all colonial elites addressed chronic labor shortages, it contributes as well to studies of 
slavery throughout the early modern Atlantic. 

LORENA S. WALSH, Independent Scholar
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In The British Gentry, The Southern Planter, and the Northern Family Farmer: 
Agriculture and Sectional Antagonism in North America, James L. Huston explores 
and then debunks three widely-held views of U.S. economic history. Huston argues 
that (1) the traditional academic interpretation of the expression “free labor ideology” 
is incorrect; (2) the U.S. Civil War was not, as it has often been portrayed, a battle 
between northern capitalism and a southern agrarian patriarchy; and (3) the war was 
also not a battle between the “industrial” north and the “agrarian” south. Rather he 
argues the debate over free labor was a debate about the meaning of liberty, and the 
Civil War was a clash between two polities driven by mutually antagonistic visions of  
liberty.

Taken together, one might reasonably characterize Huston’s views on these issues as 
revisionist. However, earlier generations of cliometricians have explored the comple-
mentarities between the supposed capitalist/industrial north and the semi-feudal/agrarian 
south (items (2) and (3) on the list above). Even if they approached the issue from a 
slightly different direction than Huston does, volumes such as Gavin Wright’s Political 
Economy of the Cotton South (1978) and Roger Ransom’s  
(1989), to cite two long-time elements of the canon, lead one to the same conclusions 
drawn by Huston. Northern capitalists did not go to war to stop or otherwise impede 

earners clamor to compete in the labor market with newly freed African Americans. 
Thus, Huston’s interpretation of free labor ideology (item (1), above), and his critique 
of earlier work on the subject, serves as the volume’s most original contribution.  

A clear thinker and expositor, Huston argues that to understand the political economy 
of the dispute between the United States of America and the Confederate States of 
America one must understand the difference in the meaning of liberty as viewed by 
politically powerful groups in those two states. Huston’s account recognizes that polit-
ical units make war; points on a compass, such as “north” and “south” do not, nor 
do socio-economic abstractions like capitalism or agrarianism. States also make laws, 

is where the diverging concept of liberty appears. 
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